The energy angle distribution of a light charged lepton R from the decay of an arbitrary polarized heavy charged lepton L, L--+ v L + ;i, + R-, is derived assuming that:
When the heavy lepton T was discovered ' it was necessary to determine the following properties: -cI 1)
Whether 'c-has its own leptonic number or has the same leptonic + -+ number as that of either e , e , p , or u-. 2) Whether the neutrino associated with T is massless or massive.
3)
The form of coupling between W and rvr .
The formulae to be given below were derived at various times 192 for the experimentalists at SLAC in order to answer the questions listed above. The purpose of this paper is to record these expressions for future reference.' Since our formulae can be used for any lepton, we shall refer to the heavy lepton as L" and the associated neutrinos as ;L and vL, and to any charged leptons lighter than L as R' and the to that of L-by changing the sign of polarization vector of L-.
Standard Model:
We shall refer to the special case satisfying the following specifications as the standard model: If we ignore the mass of R, Eq. (1) can be written
where I' o is the width given by Eq. (2) with the mass of R ignored (y= 0):
The expressions of partial width such as (2) and (4) Eqs.
(1) and (2) will be useful in such a process. 
